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Dramatic increase in melanoma rates
Superficial spreading melanoma
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Where are we with understanding the somatic genetics of melanoma?
C>T mutations

Alexandrov et al., Nature 2013
What mutations drive melanoma development?

Watson et al., Cell 2015
* BRAF V600/K601 mutations
** RAS G12/G13/Q61 mutations
*** Not including the TERT promoter mutations (65% N=115)
Defining significantly mutated genes

Zhang et al., PCMR 2016
Are there more drivers to find?
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Transposon mutagenesis identifies genetic drivers of \textit{Braf\textsuperscript{V600E}} melanoma
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Questions still to be answered

Why do some patients get SSM, others nodular or desmoplastic melanoma?

- Cell of origin? Location of the cell?
- Somatic mutations?

What genetic alterations can be exploited therapeutically?
Questions still to be answered

What mutations drive disease phenotype?
Therapy for melanoma

Ugurel *et al.*, Eur J Cancer 2016

Which treatment for which patient?
BRAF resistance in melanoma
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